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PRODUCT REVIEWS

Dual 2.5-GHz Power Mac G5 
Supersonic speed and good looks to boot 

On the surface, the latest revision of the Power 
Mac G5 looks exactly like previous models. But 
as soon as you open the case, your eye will be 
drawn to the big silver-colored box that sits 
below the hard drives. 

You’re not crazy if you think it looks like a 
radiator—that’s what it is. Apple has intro-
duced liquid cooling to help keep the dual  
2.5-GHz processors on its top-of-the-line 
machine cool. When the processors start to 
heat up, coolant begins circulating, picks up 
heat from the processors, and returns to the 
“radiator” where cooler air drawn in by two 
of the four internal fans cools the liquid again. 
The heat picked up by the coolant is blown out 
the back of the G5. No joke—a friend thought 
I had a space heater running when he felt the 
heat rolling up from under my desk.

Sexy, innovative design is great, but it’s raw 
speed that really makes you love this machine. 
In Photoshop, Gaussian blurs are applied virtu-

ally instantaneously. Images are rotated before 
you let up on the mouse button. I was able to 
slow it down when I had it make contact 
sheets of a folder containing 55 images from 
my D70. The total size of the folder was 
147 MB and it took 2 minutes, 4 seconds 
to make the 12-image contact sheets. My 
1.25-GHz G4 PowerBook took 3:07 to complete 
the same test. The G5 took just 2:01 to convert 
13 iTunes files to ACC (compared to 6:53 for 
the PowerBook). The one that really made my 
jaw drop was converting a 161-MB QuickTime 
movie to MPEG-2. On the PowerBook, the one-
pass conversion took 20:01; the G5 smoked it 
in 5:53! In short, if you feel the need for speed, 
this machine will deliver.—Dave Gales
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Mercury Elite Pro FW800 drive
Reliable FireWire storage solution 

The Mercury Elite Pro series of external FireWire 
drives from Other World Computing (OWC) 
are available in a variety of sizes ranging from 
80 GB to 400 GB and offer excellent perfor-
mance and versatile connectivity options. 

The drives in this series all come with three 
ports: two FireWire 800 and one FireWire 400. 
The clear case looks great, takes up very little 
desk space, and can be used vertically (if you use 
the included clip-on “feet”) or horizontally if you 
want to stack multiple drives. You’ll never have 
to wonder if the drive is on, thanks to the cool 
blue LED on the front cover—it’s bright enough 
to see from a couple of miles away.

Performance for the 200-MB model I tested 
was impressive. Transfer speed via the FireWire 
400 port averaged 35 MB/sec for reading and 
36 MB/sec for writing. When the same tests 
were run using the FireWire 800 port, the 
read and write speeds were 54 MB/sec and 51 
MB/sec respectively—a 64% increase in reading 
and a 71% increase for writing.

Real-world tests were equally impres-
sive. For example, I launched Final Cut Pro 
and put together a 10-minute movie using 
clips contained on the OWC drive, and had 
no problems with skipped frames during 
rendering or exporting.

All Elite Pro drives come with cables, Dantz 
Retrospect Express backup software, a copy of 
Intech SpeedTools, and a two-year warranty. 
The folder of OWC Shareware that’s loaded 
on the drive includes Apple updaters, Quick-
Time movies of Apple ads, as well as copies 
of the most popular freeware and shareware 
applications—all in one handy place!

If you’re looking to add some storage to 
your current system, take a serious look at 
one of the Elite Pro drives.—Dave Gales
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$239.99 (tested model)

Other World Computing 

800-275-4576

www.macsales.com

     (8.6+ for 400 version)
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from $2,999

Apple Computer, Inc.

800-692-7753

www.apple.com/powermac
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http://www.macdesignonline.com

